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Quality of life
A project for Helsinki and Finland
In response to The Next Helsinki brief, a project was undertaken to create
an alternative vision to the Guggenheim proposal. As the title
Mannerheim or Guggenheim suggests, the competition and alternative
proposal point to fundamental issues around sovereignty, identity, local
civic values and vs global branding, and how design can be used to
improve a city and the lives of its citizens
Bilbao and alternative models were investigated to determine firstly
whether there were aspects to the former which had bearing on the
project and Helsinki, and secondly if an integrated urban, architectural and
development approach could be adopted which would:

Helsinki Harbour and Cathedral
www.umea2014.se

facilitate the design of a visionary institute, landmark building and
urban place appropriate to the site and city
create a sustainable asset, business and tourist attraction, and
global cultural symbol for, owned and run by Helsinki
Drawing upon the strategic initiatives of Bilbao City Hall, the core aim of
this proposal is to use urban design and architecture to improve the
quality of life, environment and economic circumstances of the citizens of
Helsinki. As with Bilbao this requires placing their needs before those
tourists, who are seen to provide additional benefits to the primary goal.
Along with from Finland’s reputation as a leader in design, the following
have also bearing on the project:
2018 is the centenary of the War of Liberation and
Finnish Independence
2015 is the 150th anniversary of the birth of Sibelius
Helsinki and Finland have become known for its role
in Global governance, democracy and sustainability,
in particular for the Helsinki Process
Through Nobel Prize winner Marti Ahtisaari it has
also become a key player in conflict resolution and
peace negotiations
Baron Carl Gustaf Emil Mannerheim
de.wikipedia.org

“The success of Bilbao is largely attributed to its
integrated and holistic approach to achieving
economic, social and physical transformations.
The city has improved its environment and
quality of life significantly, strengthened social
cohesiveness and cultural vibrancy and also
increased its economic competitiveness”
Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize, Cities in Transformation, Citation
for the 2010 Laureate Bilbao, pp 31‐38
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Section 1 : Heritage Landscape Urban Design
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Preserving a singular site
South Harbour as a resource
The singular poetic, urban and spatial quality of the South Harbour site
demands an approach that acknowledges its spatial, environmental and
heritage value including the following recommendations:
‐ South harbour is seen as an urban, environmental and heritage
resource for the citizens of Helsinki
‐ The majority of the site earmarked for the proposed Guggenheim
museum is preserved as a public space
‐ A square is created with amenities, an amphitheatre, summer
market, and active waterfront integrating with the existing
pedestrian and public space network
‐ Tähtitornin Vuori and the original forest flows across to the site,
through the development itself and reconnects to the sea
‐ A building ‐ The Helsinki Centre ‐ will occupy the portion to the
south and integrate with the existing ferry terminal

proposed site
waterfront
square

Diagram showing:
‐ preservation of the site as a public square
‐ flow of forest reconnecting to the sea
‐ Waterfront and location of proposed Helsinki Centre
‐ pedestrian movement through the building
‐ preservation of views from city and boats to the forest
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Helsinki Place
The project proposes two key interlinked and interdependent components that
draw together city, waterfront, forest and building:

Public squares and the joy of waterfronts
At the heart of the scheme is the proposed square. Held to the west by a low
amphitheatre preserving views to the forest, it is envisaged as a public space for
urban life, markets, performances in summer and ice skating in winter. The north
portion can be used for a market in the summer connected to Market Hall. A
waterfront edge stepping down to the sea in places is created with jetties for sail
and smaller boats providing the square with a backdrop of sails, masts and sailing
activities. Larger charter boats would moor in front of the Helsinki Centre whose
responsive facade is designed to open quickly on to the esplanade in good
weather. The north the Vironallas basin provides a functioning harbour for fishing
boats – an essential component of active Waterfronts

Sailing boats, Helsinki South Harbor Above Valkosaari
(Blekholmen) Society of Swedish Literature in Finland

An open civic and accessible landmark
Opening onto the square is The Helsinki Centre which will provide an internal space
for these activities during the winter months. Envisaged as the internal counterpart
to the external public spaces, the Centre will for form and an inspiring setting and
backdrop for vibrant public, urban and cultural life, ritual, performance, recreation
and social interaction
Helsinki Centre
and indoor market
forest

Esplanade to
Cruise terminal

amphitheater

square

Broadgate amphitheater in London
used for performances in summer
and as an ice rink in winter

market

The façade is designed to respond quickly to
weather conditions and open onto the
waterfront esplanade in summer

waterfront
Images www.capital‐life.co.uk and
www.architectsjournal.co.uk

Diagram showing square unifying
key elements of urban life

Vironallas Basin
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Tähtitornin Vuori
Integration of forest, harbour and building
One of the key design and landscape strategies of the project focusses
around the integration of the Tähtitornin vuori forest with the site and
building. In alignment with Helsinki’s climate adaptation strategies, the
park and forest are seen as part of the ‘greenfingers’ that flow into the
city. The integration comprises the following aspects:
1. Forest and landscaping from Tähtitornin Vuori flows around the
building and onto the square
2. The use of trees in the main central concourse
3. The inclusion of trees on exhibition level to create winter gardens
4. Winter gardens with low iron glass provide transverse
transparency and preserve views to forest
Access to well designed and maintained green spaces is essential for
healthy and productive human life, and ecologically sustainable
development. Through the integration of forest and building, the
Helsinki centre itself can be understood as an extension of the
Tähtitornin vuori ‘greenfinger’
Detail from J.V. Ekwall Map, 4 February 1809. The Helsinki City Museum
www.helsinki200.fi

Diagram showing ‘green fingers’ flowing around
and integrating with The Helsinki Centre

Elevation showing the integration of forest, building and harbour
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A civic topography
Integrating with the institutional order
Located on a site of great significance and tied into a wide
topography of institutions, The Helsinki Centre is envisioned as a
relevant, dynamic public landmark. Integrated into the institutional
order of the city, it will be open, accessible, urban and responsive to
both its context and climate
The building is also envisaged as a resource and asset for the
institutions, business community and citizens of Helsinki. The
project raises the key question of what it means to transform a city
through design. Rather than iconic design, the Helsinki Centre
advocates urban life and a dignified, appropriate and civic response
Drawing upon the rich cultural heritage, traditions, landscape and
architecture of Finland, the aim is to create an urban topography,
building and institution whose various functions interact, combine
and contribute to each other. In this way the Helsinki Centre and its
surrounding landscaping and spaces will create a vibrant setting and
addition to the social and public life of the city

forest

square

Helsinki Centre

Hotel Conference Centre
Ferry‐Cruise Terminal

Diagram showing integration of Helsinki
Centre with institutional network
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Urban design approach

Artist’s impression of Helsinki Centre, forest, square and Waterfront

forest
Hotel Convention
Centre
Sibelius Hall
esplanade

forest
Ferry Terminal
square
Embarkation

Helsinki Centre

market

waterfront
Small boat
harbour

Urban design plan showing location of proposed development

Vironallas
Basin

Market
Hall
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Section 2 : Vision

“The first priority was to achieve social and
economic improvement for citizens of Bilbao”
Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize, 2010 Laureate
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Bilbao and beyond
Lessons from City Hall and alternative models
Bilbao
While emphasis has tended to focus on the ‘Guggenheim
effect’ a number of points from the Lee Kuan Yew World
City Prize citation are significant:
‐ The first priority was to ‘achieve social and economic
improvement for citizens of Bilbao’
‐ The original strategy was not to create iconic
buildings but to use culture to rejuvenate the city
‐ ‘Design excellence was used as a means to enhance
the environment and to attract new investment and
industries’
‐ One of the key ‘engines’ of Bilabo is Euskalduna
Conference Centre “a designated pedestrian zone, it
attracts locals and tourists alike with its varied and
lively atmosphere of shops bars and restaurants”

Euskalduna Conference Centre Euskalduna.net

“The key factors underlying the success of Bilbao’s
transformation are more that the ‘Guggenheim
effect’. It is not about achieving urban
transformation and economic and social vibrancy
through a few iconic buildings. Rather Bilbao has
shown that strong leadership and commitment to a
systematic and long‐term plan, based on solid
processes and supporting infrastructure, are key
factors to a city’s transformation”
Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize, Cities in Transformation, Citation for
the 2010 Laureate Bilbao, pp 31‐38

Canada Place
A second model and successful example that has
bearing on the Helsinki site as an existing Ferry
Terminal is Canada Place. Located on the Burrard
Inlet waterfront of Vancouver in British Columbia
Canada Place is a key cruise ship terminal for the
area, and houses a Convention Centre, hotel,
Vancouver's World Trade Centre, and IMAX 3D. The
exterior fabric sails on top have become an icon and
recognizable symbol of Vancouver
Canada Place wordpress.com
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Development vision
Creating a sustainable enduring and multifunctional asset
Drawing upon existing tried and tested models to create a long term vision for Helsinki, the
development approach proposes the creation of two interlinked, interconnected and
interdependent entities:

Hotel Ferry‐Cruise Terminal‐Conference Centre
and

Hotel Conference Centre and
Ferry Terminal Complex
Conference
Centre

The Helsinki Centre
The development vision for the project incorporates five key aspects:
‐ Leveraging the existing energy and footfall of the Olympia Terminal, the facility would be
upgraded and developed as an integrated hotel Ferry‐Cruise Terminal and Conference
Centre complex

Hotel

Institute

The Helsinki
Centre

‐ This complex would focus and operate around a shared foyer ‐ a pedestrian zone activated
with shops cafes and restaurants opening onto a raised esplanade overlooking the boarding
of the Ferries and Cruise liners
Sibelius
Hall

Ferry Terminal
‐ Potentially run as a satellite of, or in collaboration with, the Messukeskus Expo and and esplanade
Convention Centre, the Conference Centre would focus on smaller events, symposiums and
Shared foyer
exhibitions
with cafes and
restaurants
‐ Linked to and in dialogue with the above is a cultural institute ‐ The Helsinki Centre ‐
dedicated to showcasing the best of Finland from art to global politics to and design

Kalevala Galleries

‐ Of key significance would be the mutually beneficial and synergistic relationship between
the Olympia complex and The Helsinki Centre, and in particular of shared functions, spaces
and functionality including the Sibelius auditorium
Hotel Conference Centre and
Underpinned by an integrated approach and
commitment
to
environmental
responsibility, the design would also
embrace generic, flexible and adaptable
solutions to ensure long term environmental
and financial sustainability

Ferry Terminal Complex

Waterfront

Cafes restaurants

Concourse‐ foyer with
exhibition‐event spaces

Public square

The Helsinki Centre
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The Helsinki Centre – a 21 Century institute
From Independence to Interdependence
‐ Located on one of its most prominent and poetic sites, The
Helsinki Centre shall be a symbol of the city ‐ a landmark
representing Helsinki and Finland’s past, present and future
‐ In conjunction with the Hotel Ferry‐Terminal and Conference
Centre complex, the Helsinki Centre will be an international
destination and gathering place for locals and travellers alike ‐ a
venue for the hosting of local and international events, summits,
exhibitions, meetings and performances
‐ The development as whole will contain a range of lecture and
meeting facilities for the hosting of conferences and summits
including the Helsinki Process
‐ The Helsinki centre will form a forum and catalyst for change,
creating and fostering dialogue between people, disciplines, and
countries on key issues such as globalization, governance and
climate change
‐ It will also function as the locus for civic society and peace
organisations, providing meeting spaces for dispute and conflict
resolution ‐ The Ahitsaari Institute for dialogue
‐ The Centre’s Kalevala galleries and performance spaces will be a
venue and platform for art, architecture, design and
performance ‐ a meeting point for showcasing Nordic art and
design as well as international exhibitions
‐ The Sibelius Hall, in commemoration of the composer, will
provide a venue for lectures, summits, performance, theatre,
dance and music
‐ With civic and urban qualities, open accessible public space and
dynamic active waterfront edges the building shall act as a
literal and figurative connection to its topographical, urban and
historic context
‐ Drawing upon both the legacy of Finnish design as well as the
topography, the building shall be distinctive and glacial in
appearance, creating a unique symbol and cultural identity both
for the institution and the city of Helsinki

The Helsinki Centre

Helsinki Process on Globalization and Democracy helsinkiprocess.fi
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Section 3 : Design response

“Beauty is the harmony of form and function”
Alvar Aalto
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Cocktails or cold water
The richness of simplicity
Against the prevailing trend towards iconic object
buildings, a design response is proposed that seeks
to create an understated appropriate civic landmark
and international symbol of Finnish ideals of
openness, transparency and democracy

“Whereas most other modern composers are engaged
in manufacturing cocktails of every hue and
description, I offer the public pure cold water”
Jean Sibelius

Guggenheim Bilbao
www.theory4.com
Winter rendering of The Helsinki Centre
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Strong structure and flow
Structure

“The framework of a symphony must be so strong that
it forces you to follow it, regardless of the
environment and circumstances”
Jean Sibelius

The structural system is at once an overarching ordering device
and guiding principle, and an armature and enabling framework
within which the various elements and entities of the Centre
operate and function freely

Flow
Intimately linked with, and the counterpoint to, structure is flow ‐
a principle with manifold meanings and manifestations from the
flow of landscape and building, to the forces within the structure,
the flow of spaces and movement within the Center, financial
currency, and ultimately ideas and knowledge

Diagrammatic structural plan
and adagio by Sibelius

“Within structure there is not only form, relation
and configuration. There is also independency
and a totality which is always concrete “
Jacques Derrida
Alvar Aalto. Church of the Assumption of
Mary, Riola di Vergato Taschen

Sketch of
structural bay

Sketch from the Vironallas Basin showing
the building an extension of the landscape
structure light and shadow
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Environmental performance
winter garden and colour‐light therapy
Due to the cold climate and scarcity of light in Finland, artificial lighting in
buildings is generally required. From the low angle of the sun sweeping
around in a strong circle, blue light is scarce due to refracted light mainly
falling in red spectrum. The result is a lack of melatonin and seasonal
affective disorder for which colour‐light therapy is often prescribed

winter garden and thermal buffer
The approach is to create a unified and integrated response to local
climate, architecture, thermal performance and indoor environmental
quality. A well‐lit, naturally ventilated indoor gallery with trees – a thermal
buffer zone ‐ connects the various spaces and levels and functions of the
development. Smaller individual winter gardens are located on the upper
levels connecting the Kalevala Galleries with the institute above.

responsive design
The gallery is enclosed with a façade that responds to the seasons, with
opening sections on hydraulics to respond to warm weather, allowing the
concourse to open quickly the square and waterfront

Maple Leaf Symbol of Helsinki

Typical bay study showing envelope,
keys spaces and winter gardens

colour‐light therapy
A high performance triple glazed glass façade modulates the light and
colour during the seasons, providing the required blue light in winter, thus
transforming the spaces into spaces as colour‐light therapy] and emulates
the Maple Leaf [symbol of Helsinki]

glare control

gallery as thermal buffer zone

As a result of the low sun angle and glare from the snow the gallery would
require dynamic‐vertical shading. Glare control for the display/ exhibition
of art requires controlled lighting conditions would happen at the
connection with the gallery space

Helsinki Tdb diagram

energy
The building will need to be connected to the grid and district Heating
System but can also harvest its energy requirements during off‐peak
times. Fresh air can be warmed up by recovering the heat from the air
exhausting from the building
Thermal diagram showing the building as winter garden with
a responsive dynamic skin providing requisite blue light
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Teaching pods

Form and Function
Unity and diversity within a single envelope
One of the key design ideas underpinning the project is that of a multiple
diverse functions, activities and institutes contained and held within a
single transparent envelope. Whilst the envelope talks of the unifying of
democracy, transparency is a key metaphor alluding to governance,
processes
The Helsinki Centre will comprise three floors with the following proposed
accommodation:

The Helsinki Centre

Sibelius
Hall

Institute for
dialogue

Winter gardens
Kalevala
Galleries
Café interaction
areas

Ground floor main concourse‐indoor market; exhibition/event space;
Foyer [civic gathering space]; cafeterias and restaurants [spill out in
summer onto Waterfront edge; public space and amenities; amenities;
BOH areas; delivery; potential inclusion of Ferry Terminal functions
First floor Kalevala galleries and exhibition space for design and art; winter
gardens; administration; Sibelius auditorium; restaurants cafés spill‐out
areas; terraces
Second floor
The Helsinki Institute; classrooms teaching and interaction spaces; offices
and amenities; The Ahitsaari Institute for dialogue

Exhibition
event space

Concourse
and foyer

Café
restaurants

Waterfront
Public square

Section through Waterfront, Helsinki Centre and Park
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Second Floor
Institute

Plans
SECOND FLOOR

Sibelius Hall

First floor
Galleries

FIRST FLOOR

Ground Floor
Public realm

GROUND FLOOR
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Ground floor public realm
Indoor street market and gathering space
The ground floor gallery of the Helsinki Centre is envisaged as a concourse,
indoor street and public space, connecting the city with the Ferry Terminal
on ground floor, and hotel and conference centre on the upper levels.
Located near the Charter Boat mooring stations and Ferry Terminal, the
gallery would be a central convening point for visitors to the islands
surrounding Helsinki. Opening onto the space is a large multifunctional
hall for hosting a range of events and exhibitions from food and design
fairs, to musical events and theatrical performances. The concourse itself
also would house a year‐round market for the city, which in good weather
would open onto the waterfront esplanade. At the northern end the
upper floors step back to create a multivolume foyer or gathering space
with cafes and restaurants which serve the space in winter and can open
to the square in summer. In totality the space is conceived of as a vibrant
public realm, an extension of the square and the setting for daily life,
indoor markets as well public gatherings and events

Rendering of Internal foyer

ST Lawrence Indoor Market
www.rsh‐p.com

Waterfront edge to Helsinki Centre

sketch of foyer and gathering space looking
back towards the square
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The Kalevala galleries
expanding art beyond the museum’s walls
Located on the first floor are the Kalevala galleries conceived of as a
new type of exhibition space, concerned with how art is experienced,
what its function is within Finnish and Helsinki society and more its
broader role is in a global context. A key idea underpinning the
galleries is that they are located on an intermediate floor between the
general public domain and concourse, and the educational institute
above. This location talks to the mediating role of art and
representation within society as a whole. Of fundamental importance
is that they are as resource for Helsinki, accessible and not exclusive.
Using the latest technology including broadcast live exhibitions and
installations would ensure local and global interconnectivity. The
intention would be to create an institute and dynamic node for
Helsinki around which activity and debate is generated amongst
curators, artists, visitors, museum, and government. The galleries
themselves would be focused around the winter gardens with views to
both sea and forest further reinforcing the idea of context‐driven/
inspired art in relation to people and environment.

www.inhabitat .com

Sketch and model showing the
Kalevala galleries and winter
garden overlooking the forest
and main foyer

kuntsi.vaasa.fi
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The Helsinki Institute and Ahtisaari Centre for dialogue
A hub and ecosystem for design innovation and dialogue
On the second level overlooking the Kalevala galleries and the main
space is The Helsinki Institute –a hub for design innovation and
dialogue. As a multifunctional resource for the City of Helsinki, the
institute houses a range of activities from design, to business
incubation, to education and political debate. Conceived of an eco‐
system that encourages and supports art, design, entrepreneurial
activity, learning and networking, debate and dialogue, the institute
will be an epicenter for innovation in the city. As a hive of educational
focused activity, designers, artists, entrepreneurs, students, and
investors could be brought in contact with senior public and private
sector leaders, in a space uniquely designed to help people connect.
Providing dynamic interactive teaching and social spaces promotes
connectivity and interaction and helps avoid silos thinking. It is
proposed that the key space at the northern end of the institute be
called the Ahtisaari Centre for dialogue, where flexible and adaptable
spaces for discussion and debate could also be used for dispute or
conflict resolution.

Concept sketch of winter garden atrium linking
the institute with Kalevala galleries below
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Performance
From urban design to the Sibelius Hall
Performance covers environmental, building, and actual performance. A
key aspect of the project would be establishing criteria for how the
building would perform from a design, operational, and financial point of
view. Of significance would be determining and what its role would be
within the specific framework and context of Helsinki, and then more
broadly from a global perspective. In approaching this a number of initial
principles are relevant :
‐ The building and landscaping must acknowledge and enhance the
site’s environmental, cultural and heritage significance
‐ Design must be underpinned by ethical, design and qualitative
urban design and environmental principles
‐ Fundamental performance‐based ideas such as Balance, Freedom,
Community, Diversity, Interdependence and Equity must be
deployed to drive the urban and architectural vision
‐ Vital relationships of nature, urban and rural to be maintained as
informants for meaningful and relevant living environments
‐ The Centre must be a facilitator of connectivity and asset for the
City of Helsinki, its institutions and the business community
‐ It must an enabling equitable environment that can cultivate
civicness, local identity and cultural richness

Jean Sibelius www.mdt.co.uk

Sibelius Hall
Performance within the overall building complex would take a number of
different forms and expressions including music, art, acting, dancing, film
and moving image, physical and performance, futuristic 3D mapping,
projection, interactive and kinetic art. Located at the interface between
the Conference and Helsinki Centre, the Sibelius Auditorium city would
accommodate a range of activities from music performances to
conference lectures. Its timber slats absorbers and QRDS would be
designed to create both spatial and acoustic warmth intimacy diffusion
blend & ensemble and speech intelligibility. The auditorium overlooks
Tähtitornin Vuori forest and the city to be used a backdrop to
performances or lectures if required, providing another dimension to the
integration between forest and building

Timber Quadratic Residue Diffuser

The Sibelius Hall with views to city and forest
Rectilinear and radial options
for the Sibelius Hall
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Cultural Capital ‐The Helsinki Biennale

“The organizational model of the Lyon
Biennale of Contemporary Art is to create
events of artistic self‐renewal while also
building a stable, long‐term project,
bonding with its host territory”

Cultural vibrancy and economic competitiveness
The Helsinki Centre is intended to be landmark building and international
symbol ‐ an accessible, dynamic and democratic addition to Helsinki’s
political, civic, artistic and cultural life
In conjunction with the Olympia Hotel Ferry‐Terminal and Conference
Centre complex the building will also be a financial, civic and cultural
asset for the city and its citizens, providing both extrinsic economic, and
as well as intrinsic non‐tangible benefits.

www.bienniafoundation.org

Venice Biennale Logo labiennale.org

Festival Lyon Biennale 2012 www.design –party.com

The potential exists to create an alternative model to that currently
deployed where cities build art galleries for and pay licensing
commissions to global brands.
Art houses on a rotational basis could be invited to bid for space in the
Helsinki for use of its galleries and exhibition spaces and pay commission
to the City of Helsinki.
Drawing upon models such as Lyon, it is proposed that the building could
also become the epicentre of the Helsinki Biennale, providing a northern
counterpoint to Venice and Lyon and other host cities

The Helsinki Centre night view
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The Helsinki Centre
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